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& Occupational Safety’s Blind Spot

Marijuana

Employers are faced with the challenge of marijuana in the workplace, and the following 
is an overview of the most contentious issues overlooked regarding occupational safety. 
In fact, this information has largely fallen outside of the limelight of public media and 
common knowledge.                 - continued on page 10
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President’s Message
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As 2017 comes to an end, I’d like to take this opportunity 
to connect with you on some of the important work 
accomplished by your national Board of Directors, 
committees, and staff – and which continues to be 
worked on.  

Following a year of commitment, passion, and hard 
work by CSSE members serving on chapter boards and 
committees, those who serve on regional and national 
boards and committees - and with our dedicated staff 
who support us in so many ways - it was time to re-
group to ensure that we’re moving forward with our 
Society’s strategic plan.

I was pleased to welcome your CSSE Board of Directors, 
staff and volunteer leaders from the national education, 
communications, conference, and outreach committees 
at an in-person meeting earlier in December. Together, 
we reviewed our CSSE 2020 Strategic Plan to measure 
our success and to refine the activities and focus for the 
remainder of the plan. This was done to ensure that the 
Society is on track to accomplish the strategic activities 
identified in the six key result areas (KRAs), which 
include:

• Connecting with chapters, members and   
 prospective members 

• Defining the profession 

• Professional development innovation 

• Being the voice of the profession both 
 nationally and internationally 

• Research and information resource 

• Governance, leadership and succession 

A key tool used in many of the KRAs to achieve the 
strategic goals of the Society is our website. As you’re 
most likely aware, we are currently in the development 
phase of a new robust website which will be launched in 
the first quarter of 2018. I’m pleased to say that one of 
the features will be member segment engagement 
portals (also known as common interest groups), which 
will allow you to connect with other members to share 
tools, resources, information, and to get answers for 
questions related to the safety profession and the work 
that we do.

We’ve been listening to you, and based on feedback 
from our recent online survey, the first member 
segments to be launched will be:

• Certified Health & Safety Consultant 
 (CHSC) Construction 

• Management/Leadership 

• Oil, Gas, Mining, and Mineral Resources 

• Training & Communications 

• Women in Safety 

Each member segment will be moderated by a working 
group of leaders who will facilitate discussion, share 
information, and determine growth and evolution of 
these groups. If you are interested in joining a group, 
have ideas for another one, or want to be a Member 
Segment Leader, please email Rick Condon, your 
CSSE website staff member rcondon@csse.org, with 
your contact details and the category that you’re 
interested in.

Our leaders are key to the success of our Society. To 
support our chapter executives, national committees, 
and other leadership positions, we have a team 
working on developing a leadership program which 
includes tools and resources to support our members 
in their volunteer positions. This will include producing 
micro learning sound bites that will bring the voice, 
messages, and sharing ideas of past and current CSSE 
leaders to support current and future leaders in their 
volunteer roles.  

As a fellow member, I’d like to thank you for your 
continued support of the CSSE, and also for the passion 
you share with others in making our workplaces safer in 
Canada and beyond.

From my family to yours, I wish you a safe holiday 
season and all the best in 2018!



“It was a surprise to learn that my CSSE colleagues had 
nominated and selected me to receive the Safety Professional 
of the Year award. It has been a humbling experience, and I 
am deeply appreciative of the honour.” 

Bruce’s connection to health and safety goes back to the 
early 1980s in the small northwestern Ontario town of Terrace 
Bay where he grew up. As a student, he worked summers in 
the local pulp mill, and this gave him his first exposure to the 
many different occupations, processes and hazards present 
in a large industrial workplace. He initially left home to study 
human resources/labour relations at Confederation College in 
Thunder Bay and, as part of this program, he took his first 
course on occupational health and safety, which piqued his 
interest. The following year, he landed a summer job working 
with his home town mill safety coordinator, Bill Love, who 
became an early mentor for Bruce and introduced him to a 
new and exciting career path. Bruce recalls that working in a 
pulp mill was a “real eye-opener that provided him with first-
hand experience and knowledge that would prove very 
beneficial in his college studies and future jobs”.

During his summer in the safety office, Bruce spoke with CSSE 
member, Dave Shanahan, who told him about a health and 
safety diploma program at Humber College. After graduating 
from college in Thunder Bay in 1982, Bruce headed to Humber 
College in Toronto where he graduated with his honours 
diploma in Safety Engineering Technology in 1985. While at 
Humber College, Bruce had his first exposure to the CSSE 
through program instructors, Don Stemp, Jim Montgomery 
and Peter Fletcher, all CSSE members. Through receipt of an 
academic achievement award sponsored by the CSSE, Bruce 
became a member of CSSE immediately following graduation, 
and has never looked back.

“I’ve been working in the health and safety field for 32 years so 
far,” says Bruce, “and I have had the privilege of working and 
learning in six different industry sectors. Following graduation, 
my first job was to build a safety program for a hog processing 
facility in Kitchener and, after one year in that position, I was 
offered and accepted a job in a large automotive chassis 
manufacturing plant in Kitchener where I spent the next four 
years.” It was during his time in Kitchener that Bruce met and 
married his wife, Liz.  

In 1989, an opportunity presented itself at Atomic Energy of 
Canada Ltd’s (AECL) Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. Bruce 
moved to Deep River, Ontario and worked at AECL for 17 years 
in a variety of roles, starting in a junior safety position and 
eventually moving up to a management  role in the health and 
safety group. Bruce’s and Liz’s three children were born and 
raised in Deep River. In 1990, Bruce achieved his designation 
as a Canadian Registered Safety Professional (CRSP).

In 2006, Bruce’s next move took him to Ottawa as Manager 
of Health and Safety for the City of Ottawa. Leading a team of 
36 professionals, Bruce was responsible for managing the 
City’s occupational health and safety programs for its 12,000 
employees. In 2011, Bruce accepted a position with Hydro 
Ottawa and now leads a team of occupational health, safety, 
environment and business continuity professionals as their 
Director, Safety, Environment and Business Continuity 
Management.

When Bruce first started working in health and safety, the 
focus was primarily on mechanical hazards, and their related 
control measures such as machine guarding, lock out/tag out 
and personal protective equipment. Bruce recalls that “a key 
goal was to ensure workers left with all their fingers at the end 
of the day. While identifying, evaluating and controlling these 
mechanical hazards is still important, today’s workplaces are 
more complex and health and safety professionals’ focus 
must be much broader in scope considering chemical, 
biological, environmental, ergonomic and psychological 
workplace hazards among others.”

There are several highlights in Bruce’s career – the opportunity 
to develop and implement  the first structured health and 
safety program at the hog processing facility;  participating in 
the establishment of the CSSE Golden Triangle Chapter in the 
1980s; at the automotive chassis plant, developing and 
implementing programs to address the  new WHMIS 
legislation in 1988, and the arrival of robots/automation to the 
manufacturing process; enhancing numerous conventional 
safety programs at AECL including its work permit system, 
confined space entry procedures, lock out/tag out processes, 
fall protection program and contractor safety management; 
and, at the City of Ottawa, implementing updated confined 
space entry and high-visibility clothing programs in response 
to regulatory and standards changes.  

“I would strongly encourage young people to consider a 
career in health and safety. It’s interesting, always evolving, 
and never boring. I did not map out my career path, but I took 
advantage of opportunities that presented themselves and 
allowed me to grow and develop. I would say that the ability 
to build relationships is key to success in this field, as I would 
not be where I am today without the support of my mentors, 
people leaders and CSSE colleagues, or without the hard 
work of the highly competent teams I have had the privilege 
to work with over the years.”   

In Bruce’s spare time, he enjoys downhill skiing and riding 
motorcycles. He’s also been known to do home renovations 
and to build a few decks and fences. And… never far away is 
his three-year-old Chocolate Labrador, Lily.
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Bruce Lang
2017 Safety Professional of the Year

Member of the Eastern Ontario Chapter
Member since 1985

RECOGNIZING 
EXCELLENCE
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“I am humbled by receiving the 2017 Volunteer of the Year 
award. CSSE has benefited from a lot of work done by a lot of 
volunteers, and recognizing our collective efforts and 
achievements continues to be important.”

Several years ago, Dan was Director of R&D for a company in 
the agriculture industry and recalls that safety was becoming 
a mandate for the executive of the organization. It was a 
“complete flip” from his earlier positions and now safety was 
something to hold people accountable. The exposure to safety 
in this sector led to his realization that “safety isn’t just a 
resource – it is a fundamental cornerstone to sustainable 
organizations.”

Dan recalls that he was “assimilated into the world of safety” 
starting in 1998 with his employer at the time. A large 
component of the team’s work was identifying current safety 
issues, and Dan started hearing more and more about the role 
of safety for operational success. Over time, this lead to new 
career opportunities. He cites another example of a different 
business venture where Dan and his team worked in “critical 
high-risk work environments” in the oil and gas industry and 
his crews often navigated dangerous environments. “I was 
intrigued by what I saw and, from there, I took safety on as a 
full-time commitment, largely training myself through self-
learning,” Dan recalls.

When Dan began looking for a way to give back to the 
profession, he recognized the sense of belonging to a 
community, the value of giving back, and joined the local 
CSSE chapter. He also felt that it was an important opportunity 
to be part of the greater industry and to contribute to society 
by “rolling up our sleeves and getting involved.” 

More broadly, Dan notes that today’s safety professionals have 
to engage management in conversations about running their 
business. Some of his clients continue to move in a positive 
direction towards safety within their operation which, he 
emphasizes, is not daunting for them. More often than not, 
business owners recognize that they don’t have to spend 
considerable time and energy on an effective system after 
they understand how safety can contribute to the bottom line 
and actually complement the overall business process. 

“You can use principles of safety management across an 
entire company, including having a corporate-wide philosophy, 
but you have to ensure that the same concept is effectively 
communicated to all employees. Every day, safety professionals 
spend time and energy helping organizations to work safely. 
They have to be plugged into so many levels within the 
company, including management to help move the safety 
system forward and allow all workers to buy in and see value. 
I think there is a real winner when, as a company, we integrate 
a safety management philosophy so everyone understands 
their role and how they can contribute. Volunteering is a great 
opportunity to develop those same skills and work on some 
really cool projects with other professionals in the industry.”

Dan is cognisant of the many dedicated CSSE members who 
have received awards for their past service and he is active in 
promoting the value of being a volunteer. “It is important to 
recognize volunteers and many people do a lot for CSSE on a 
voluntary basis,” he says. “I encourage others to volunteer 
because we really can’t do what we do without volunteers!  
Ask for a mandate and then deliver – it can be very rewarding 
to one’s career.”

Want to find out the “inside scoop” on volunteering at 
CSSE? Members are welcome to contact Dan at:

dan.trottier@tatonga.ca

Dan Trottier
2017 Volunteer of the Year

Member of the Central Alberta Chapter
Member since 2009

RECOGNIZING 
EXCELLENCE
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Get Value Out Of  
Your Hazard Assessment Process

By: Dennis Ryan
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I don't know how many audits I have conducted over the last 
20 years but I know it is in the hundreds. One of the areas 
that I have found hardest to assess as an auditor is the hazard 
assessment process. It costs companies hundreds of millions 
if not billions of dollars a year to comply with this government 
and/or audit requirement and they fail to take advantage of 
the potential value hidden in the hazard assessment 
documents. This is unfortunate.

Consider the amount of work that goes into systematically 
assessing every job and task in a company, then reviewing 
the assessments with employees and updating the 
documents as necessary. Then, multiply this by the number 
of companies participating in this assessment requirement 
and you are looking at an incredible amount of human effort 
that goes into the formal assessment of hazards. Sadly, 
many companies do not benefit from all the work that has 
gone into creating these. More often than not, when I request 
hazard assessment documents for review, I first have to 
blow the dust off the assessment binder. If you have a binder 
of hazard assessment documents that have been completed 
more to show to your auditor to review and score, you are 
missing a great opportunity to eliminate employee hazards.

There are essentially two types of assessments commonly 
used. There is the type of assessment legislation often 
requires employees to complete just prior to carrying out a 
job. This is often called a pre-job assessment. Then there is 
the general assessment that is created on an employee’s 
position or job/task. Recognizing there are a lot of similarities 
between the two types, this article examines both types of 
assessments separately.

Pre-job Hazard Assessments
First let’s look at pre-job hazard assessments. In many parts 
of the world, workers are required by legislation to complete 
a pre-job hazard assessment before commencing work. 
Personally, I think the introduction of the legislation to formally 
pre-assess job hazards is a long overdue requirement. Critics 
of this assessment process will tell you that workers are 
already informally assessing their tasks before they commence 
work, and question why we would want to duplicate their 
informal assessment with a formal one. The reality is, and 
incident statistics back this up, many workers do not conduct 
informal assessments, at least not good ones. Other 
arguments I have heard against the use of the assessment 
documents is that the assessment only requires employees to 
check off a bunch of check boxes and, once completed, they 
get little real benefit from the document. I’ve reviewed many 
of these documents and generally find the assessment forms 
do a pretty good job of covering off routine repetitive work 
but do a poor job of challenging employees to assess the new 
hazards of their ever-changing work environment.

When asked what they think of the company assessment 
process, many of the employees I’ve interviewed respond 
negatively. I maintain it is the generally only the employees 
creating poor quality assessments that have poor 
perceptions of the process. And, if the company accepts 
poor quality assessments, that is what they will get. If you 
have been experiencing some negative feedback on your 
assessment process, you should be looking for ways to 
improve the quality of the assessments. The following tips 
will help you do just that:

1	Make sure all assessments are in fact being completed 
before the work is carried out. As an auditor, I have 
discovered some workers in the lunch room completing 
the assessments before they get to the job site. Others 
I’ve discovered completing them in their trucks after the 
job has been completed. Clearly, these employees view 
the process as just another wasteful management 
requirement that stands in the way of getting the work 
done. I don’t know of any worker that could see benefit in 
an assessment completed on route to the job site or after 
the work was carried out. This issue is easily solved by 
supervisors conducting frequent checks for completed 
assessments to ensure they have been completed on-site 
before commencing work.

2	Assess hazard assessments for quality and let 
employees know if they are meeting quality expectations. 
If the assessments you are reviewing are littered with 
phrases like “be careful”, “be aware”, “be safe”, “keep mind 
on task”, and “wear appropriate PPE”, they may be missing 
the opportunity to provide quality preventive direction in 
the assessment. Show employees examples of 
assessments that meet the quality expectations. Show 
them your completed assessment or, with permission, the 
completed assessments of peers whose assessments 
meet quality expectations.

3	Recognize employees for completing quality hazard 
assessments. There are many methods one can use to 
recognize employees from a simple pat on the back to 
handing out movie passes to those employees whose 
assessments meet the quality standards. Negative 
consequences should be administered to employees not 
meeting expectations or not completing the assessments.

4	Design the assessment document so that it is easy to 
complete but be sure the form requires workers to think 
and document all potential hazards. In an effort to make 
the assessment process easier for workers to complete, 
some companies have created assessment forms that do 
not challenge the worker to identify hazards of a changing 
work environment. The result is assessments that are the 

- cont'd page 7
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hazards common to all sites but miss other new hazards 
unique to a changing work environment. The result is 
predictable, unrecognized hazards will result in an incident.

Pre-job hazard assessments are an excellent preventive tool 
that employees can use to assess their work and work site 
hazards before the work is carried out. Make sure your 
company is getting all of the potential benefits out of this 
process. Demand high-quality assessments from your 
employees.

General Hazard Assessments
The requirement to complete general hazard assessments 
is commonly found in many basic management system 
audit tools. Fifty years ago, few people had heard of these 
assessments. Safe work procedures were supposed to 
cover off all health and safety hazards of the tasks. General 
assessments are the assessments of employee positions, 
tasks and hazards. They typically have a risk quantification 
component and require a risk rating for every identified 
task hazard.

Before your company can benefit from the general 
assessment documents that your people so painstakingly 
create, you need to first make sure that the assessments are 
quality documents. Assess them for quality through the 
following actions:

1	Remove vague phrases such as “be aware” or “be 
careful.” Add words describing specifically how hazards 
will be controlled. Don’t state “wear appropriate PPE”, 
state specifically what PPE is required to safely carry out 
the task.

2	Ensure the assessments evaluate each task individually 
and each hazard individually. Do not accept assessments 
that group hazards and controls. When hazards are 
grouped, it is impossible to assess the risk to the group. In 
addition, the corrective actions identified to control the 
group hazards are not specific enough to effectively 
eliminate the hazards.

3	Ensure that every hazard corrective action not 
completed is assigned for action and dates identified for 
completion. Monitor and hold employees accountable 
for completion. Management pays a stiff price for 
inaction, as they lose credibility and trust of their workers.

All health and safety documents 
should be created for the benefit of the company. No 
document should be created to simply meet audit protocol 
requirements. Here are some suggestions on how to 
benefit from quality hazard assessments:

Employee orientation:
New employees should have the opportunity to review all 
assessment documents relative to their work. This is an 
excellent way to help a new employee get oriented to their 
job tasks and hazards.

Work procedures:
Use hazard assessments to update work procedures and 
practices. If the assessment documents are updated 
regularly, there is often new preventive information that 
should also be updated into the procedures. Employees 
typically refer directly to a procedure for work direction — 
not the assessment document. This will result in procedures 
that are up-to-date and reflect all hazard assessment 
information. One could argue the assessment and procedure 
documents should be one document. I have clients that had 
great success in merging the two documents.

Training:
Training opportunities are frequently identified in the 
corrective action section of the hazard assessment. Make 
sure these opportunities are incorporated into future 
employee training requirements. This will help ensure your 
employees are 100 per cent prepared to safely do the work 
they may be required to do.

From this auditor’s perspective, success in health and safety 
has a great deal to do with quality of the documents. I have 
seen a lot of companies score high on some audit protocols 
because they have met document requirements yet interviews 
suggest they are not safe companies to work for. If one 
doesn’t ensure the assessment documents are of high quality, 
employees will not value them. If the assessments are not 
valued, they will not be used for other preventive purposes 
such as to identify training needs and improve work 
procedures. Good quality assessments play a central role in 
any incident prevention program.

Dennis Ryan is President of Compass Health & Safety Ltd. During 
his 45-year career in health and safety, he obtained his CRSP 
certifications in safety and his OHST in occupational hygiene. 
Dennis has written numerous articles that have been published 
in various health and safety publications in North America. 

compasshealthandsafety.com

- cont'd from page 6
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August 17, 2017 (Toronto, Ont.) — Workers who stand on 
the job most of the time are at greater risk of heart disease 
than workers who predominantly sit.

According to a study just published in the American Journal 
of Epidemiology, even after taking into account a wide range 
of personal, health and work factors, people who primarily 
stand on the job are twice as likely as people who primarily sit 
on the job to have a heart attack or congestive heart failure.

“Workplaces have been hearing a lot lately about the health 
effects of prolonged sitting on the job,” says Institute for 
Work & Health (IWH) Senior Scientist Dr. Peter Smith, who 
led a team of researchers from IWH and the Institute for 
Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES) to conduct this study. 
“Our results suggest that workplaces also need to pay 
attention to the health effects of prolonged standing, and 
target their prevention programs accordingly.”

The study followed 7,300 workers aged 35-74 from Ontario, 
Canada (who were initially free of heart disease) for 12 years. 
These workers were respondents to the 2003 Canadian 
Community Health Survey (CCHS), which collected 
information on personal factors, health conditions, health 
behaviours and work conditions. It also collected job title 
information, which was used to estimate if a job primarily 
involved sitting, standing/walking, a combination of sitting/
standing/walking or other body posture (such as bending or 
kneeling). Among the group included in the study, nine per 
cent were estimated to predominantly stand at work, and 37 
per cent were estimated to predominantly sit. The researchers 
then linked the CCHS information to administrative health 
records housed at ICES to identify people who had a new 
case of heart disease over the next 12 years (2003-2015).

During this period, 3.4 per cent of the study group developed 
heart disease—more men (4.6 per cent) than women (2.1 
per cent). Without taking any other factors into account 
(the unadjusted risk), the risk of heart disease was higher 
among people whose jobs required mostly standing (6.6 
per cent) than among people whose jobs involved mostly 
sitting (2.8 per cent).

Even after adjusting for a wide range of factors— personal 
(e.g., age, gender, education levels, ethnicity, immigrant status, 
marital status), health conditions (e.g., diabetes, arthritis, 
hypertension, mood and anxiety disorders), health behaviour 
(e.g., smoking, drinking, body mass index, exercise) and work 
(e.g., physical demands, shift schedule) — the risk of heart 
disease was still twice as high among people who primarily 
stood on the job compared to those who primarily sat.

In fact, the unadjusted risk of heart disease among people 
who stood on the job (6.6 per cent, as mentioned above) was 
even slightly higher than among daily smokers (5.8 per cent).

“A combination of sitting, standing and moving on the job is 
likely to have the greatest benefits for heart health,” says 
Smith. “Workplaces need to apply this message not just to 
workers who predominantly sit, but also — in fact, especially 
— to workers who predominantly stand.”

That said, workplaces need to look beyond physical job activity 
to truly protect the cardiovascular health of workers, Smith 
adds. While jobs that involved a combination of sitting, 
standing and walking were shown in this study to be associated 
with a decreased risk of heart disease among men, these jobs 
didn’t result in a decreased risk among women. Smith suspects 
this is due to the fact that nurses and teachers accounted for 
most of the jobs held by women in the “sitting, standing and 
walking” category, jobs known to be stressful in different ways.

“Prevention programs that focus solely on physical job activity, 
while ignoring other conditions such as the psychosocial work 
environment, are unlikely to lead to meaningful changes in 
cardiovascular risk,” Smith says.

About the Institute for Work & Health

IWH is an independent, not-for-profit research organization 
based in Toronto, Canada, that aims to protect and improve 
the health of working people. Recognized as one of the top 
five occupational health and safety research centres in the 
world, the Institute provides practical and relevant findings 
on the prevention of work injury and disability to policy-
makers, workers, employers, clinicians, and health, safety 
and disability management professionals: www.iwh.on.ca

About the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES)

ICES is an independent, non-profit organization based in 
Toronto, Canada, that uses population-based health 
information to produce knowledge on a broad range of 
health-care issues. Its unbiased evidence provides measures 
of health system performance, a clearer understanding of 
the shifting health-care needs of Ontarians, and a stimulus 
for discussion of practical solutions to optimize scarce 
resources. ICES knowledge is highly regarded in Canada and 
abroad, and is widely used by government, hospitals, 
planners and practitioners to make decisions about care 
delivery and to develop policy: www.ices.on.ca

To arrange for an interview with Dr. Peter Smith, or for more 
information, please contact:

Uyen Vu  •  613-979-7742  •  uvu@iwh.on.ca
Communications Associate, Institute for Work & Health

Prolonged Standing On The Job  
More Likely To Lead To Heart Attack 

 Than Prolonged Sitting
Study of 7,300 workers finds those who primarily stood were twice as likely  

as those who primarily sat to suffer from heart disease during a 12-year period

http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/aje/kwx298
http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/aje/kwx298
http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/aje/kwx298
mailto:http://www.iwh.on.ca/?subject=
mailto:http://www.ices.on.ca/?subject=
mailto:uvu%40iwh.on.ca?subject=
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The following is based on the highest level of peer-reviewed 
scientific evidence, acknowledged by our trusted national 
and international authorities. This information may prove 
novel to you and your business, and difficult to accept into 
your current occupational safety framework. We understand 
the topic of marijuana in the workplace is complicated and 
polarized. Therefore, these comments will be brief and 
straightforward, including a solution that is malleable for 
your organization’s careful consideration. 

The information and recommendations are intended to 
ensure your organizational standards continue to support 
reasonable proactive safety measures. The position will 
strengthen the reasonableness of employers currently 
undertaking and planning to take reasonable preventative 
steps to mitigate the recreational use of marijuana as a 
contributing factor in workplace tragedies. Workplace and 
public tragedies, including but not limited to a significant 
incident, result in injury, disability, or death. 

The scientific evidence, and national and international 
conclusions that are most problematic for policy and 
organizational decisions, present themselves in three 
connected ways: 

1 The public roadway enforcement approach to 
drugged driving focuses on acute intoxication “driving 
while high,” terming it “impairment”, anchoring the public 
and organizational leadership on terminology that is too 
narrow in focus, and a risk management method that is 
inadequate for workplace safety applications. 

2 The impairing effects of marijuana that last well 
beyond 24 hours after single use persist for up to 20 
days for chronic use, and pose an unacceptable risk in 
dangerous complex occupations. 

3	There are severe limitations in aligning occupational 
standards to this roadside “impairment standard” or 
more adequately described as “an acute intoxication 
standard” both in language and approach. Employers 
are obliged to proactively mitigate risk reasonably in 
compliance with Section 271.1 of the Criminal Code. 
Modeling the current public enforcement “impairment” 
approach presents substantial failures in addressing 
persistent and relevant increased safety risks of recent 
use that is not acutely impairing. This is a product of 
equating alcohol to marijuana incorrectly. 

The scientific evidence, and national and international 
conclusions that lead to the above implications, are 
summarized as follows: 

World Health Organization 
“A return to a non-intoxicated state does not ensure a full 
return of neurocognitive function in the workplace182. In a 
summary of the dilemmas that cannabis for medical use has 
created for the workplace, it was pointed out that ensuring 
safety of workers who are under the influence or who 
recently consumed cannabis is not possible183.”           

- World Health Organization 2015

“There is ample evidence indicating that neurocognitive 
impairment from cannabis persists from hours to weeks.” 

         - World Health Organization 2015

“Complex human/machine performance can be impaired as 
long as 24 hours after smoking a moderate dose of cannabis 
and the user may be unaware of the drug’s influence.” 

   - World Health Organization 2016

“Recently abstinent cannabis users (7 hours to 20 days) may 
experience impairment in attention, concentration, inhibition, 
and impulsivity during the period in which THC and its 
metabolites are eliminated. The greatest residual deficits in 
executive function are found following prolonged use of 
cannabis.”              - World Health Organization 2016

Health Canada 
“A recent systematic review and meta-analysis concluded 
that, after adjusting for study quality, cannabis use was 
associated with a seven-fold estimated risk of being involved 
in a fatal accident, benzodiazepine use was associated with a 
two-fold estimated risk of a fatal accident, and opiate use 
with a three-fold estimated risk of a fatal accident.”  

- Health Canada 2013

“Depending on the dose, impairment can last for over 24 
hours after last use.”              - Health Canada 2013

Physician Authorities 
“Research shows that dried cannabis is a potent, psychoactive 
substance that can have significant acute and chronic 
cognitive effects. Chronic use of dried cannabis may be 
associated with persistent neuropsychological deficits, even 
after a period of abstinence.”         

- The College of Family Physicians of Canada 2013

“Marijuana should not be permitted while an employee is on 
duty unless the employer can determine with certainty that 
the associated neurocognitive and judgment impairment 
will not pose a risk to users, coworkers, or the public. This 
includes assurance of safe transport to and from the job site. 
Given the evidence that inhaled THC may impair complex 
human performance for more than 24 hours after ingestion, 
employers should not assume that marijuana use between 
shifts (such as evening use before return to work the 
following morning) is uniformly safe.”     - Goldsmith, et al 2015

Marijuana & Occupational Safety’s 
Blind Spot Uncovered

 
By: Dan Demers  - continued from page 1 



Research Conclusions 
“Marijuana use impairs critical cognitive functions, both during 

acute intoxication and for days after use”.  - Volkow et al 2014

“After about a month of discontinued use, chronic cannabis 
users have demonstrated performance deficits in psychomotor 
speed, attention, memory, and executive functioning as 
compared to non-using controls.”  

- Grant et al 2003,  - Medina et al 2007

“There can be no question to an independent reviewer of the 
data comprising our current state of knowledge, that marijuana 
impairs the ability of humans to perform safety sensitive duties 
on a balance of probabilities, and in the vast majority of tasks. 
The time course of this impairment is highly variable but is 
clearly longer than the time course of intoxication. The fact that 
one particular subject, performing a particular task, may 
demonstrate little or no measurable impairment is of no comfort 
in the overall picture… It also becomes apparent, due to the 
variability cited in the preceding references, that a discrete level 
of blood concentration of THC cannot be accurately specified, 
below which safety impairment does not become a concern. 
Blood levels also fail to take into account such compounding 
variables as the emergence of psychosis and mood disorder, 
both of which have been linked to the use of marijuana. The only 
rational manner in which to proceed is to prohibit the use of the 
drug in safety sensitive tasks. Given the current state of 
technology, the only rational way in which to do this is to insist 
on negative drug screening for marijuana and its metabolites in 
safety sensitive personnel. The emergence of the phenomenon 
of “medical marijuana” in no way changes this reality. The source 
of THC is not relevant to the impairment of individual users with 
respect to safety sensitive duties. It only becomes relevant in a 
discussion of duty to accommodate which is beyond the scope 
of this paper. In summary, the use of THC in the safety sensitive 
work place, based on a preponderance of evidence 
demonstrating significant psychomotor impairment from 
various sources, is unacceptable.”

- Dr. Brendan Adams, M.Sc., MD, CCFP, FASAM, ABAM  
(Construction Labour Relations of Alberta 2016)

The proposed regulatory and occupational framework  
to account for this information and the respective 
implications are as follows: 

1	Introduce workplace policies and ensure provincial 
regulations account for the permissibility of an occupational 
distinction between the acute and persistent risk of 
marijuana use, and does not compel employers to 
demonstrate acute impairment as an imperative to their 
preventative safety system vis-à-vis their “fit for duty 
program”. This can be accomplished in many ways by 
using the word “risk of impairment” versus “impairment”, 
broadening the workplace definition of impairment to 
include the full spectrum of neurocognitive effects or by 
deferring to industry safety associations to establish these 
definitions and distinctions. 

2	Re-define safety sensitive positions permitted to be 
held to a higher safety standard and adopt a uniform 
definition of the nature of those positions. Recommendation: 
A Safety Sensitive Position is one in which a state of reduced 
cognitive capacity could result in immediate direct and 
significant risk of injury to the individual, others, company 
property and/or the environment. These positions depend 
on alertness, quickness of response, soundness of judgment, 
and accuracy of coordination of multiple muscle functions 
and have a direct role in an operation where inappropriate 
performance of the task could result in harm to oneself, 
coworkers, clients, invitees, company property, or the 
environment. This definition includes all individuals who are 
required to perform work within a safety sensitive area, 
whether on a permanent, interim, or temporary basis. 
(Reviewed by three law firms for compliance with Canadian 
law as of August 2017)

3	Company policy and regulation that supports or 
remains silent on a safety position that mandates 
recreational use of marijuana outside of business hours is 
incompatible with select occupations. Regulatory support 
to lend to this expectation as a fair and reasonable balance 
of interests would undoubtedly help employers keep the 
workplace safe. The liberty to use marijuana does not 
supersede reasonable occupational and public safety 
protections – the burden of proof to applying or maintaining 
a comprehensive, reasonable and proactive safety standard 
should not be the burden of employers.  Regulatory support 
or silence on this matter is critical for the safety of the 
workplace in our future.

With the above in mind, there are simple established 
policies, training, and compliance tools to address 
workplace safety proactively in light of marijuana 
legalization – we encourage employers to heed these 
recommendations, connect with a provider trusted in this 
space, and stand up for getting everyone home safe. 
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Leaders Must Accept Failure on 
The Road to Success

By: Glyn Jones, CRSP
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“Failure is not an option” is a quotable quote attributed to 
Gene Krantz, the Flight Director and Manager who is 
credited with securing the safe return of the ill-fated Apollo 
13 mission. Although historians argue whether Kranz 
actually spoke those words, they are forever linked to the 
idea of his necessary strong leadership and resolve that 
brought that crew home. I suppose in the world of NASA, 
failure can never be the plan but history has taught us that 
leaders do fail, but when they fail, they need to accept 
failure as part of the journey towards success. 

My life experiences have taught me leadership requires 
failure. I have been a leader, a follower, a driver, passenger, 
a learner, a teacher, and many other things, which has 
allowed me to take in a wealth of experiences that I would 
never have imagined myself living through otherwise. 
Something that strikes me as a common experience, that 
all driven and successful people have been though and is 
something that ties each and everyone one of us together 
undeniably, is failure. One of the single greatest abilities of 
a successful person is the ability to fail.

I have often said in life that failure is not only a option, it is 
a requirement on the road to success. A good friend of 
mine, Peter Watler, went to high school and university with 
me in the 1980s. Peter is now the Chief Technology Officer 
of a California biotech company. Although a chemical 
engineer by training, my assessment of his greatest 
achievement has been that he figured out how to be 
successful in the buying and selling of real estate. There 
are thousands of books written about it and even more 
courses available for those willing to part with the big 
bucks necessary to attend. Peter chose the school of hard 
knocks as his teacher and studied the thoughtful words of 
his two mentors in this arena: Garth Turner (a business 
writer for the Toronto Star in the 1980s) and David Chilton 
(of Dragon’s Den and The Wealthy Barber fame).  

He bought his first house when he was in second year 
university.  By the time he graduated from his Master’s 
degree, he owned four houses in Toronto. Unlike Donald 
Trump, his father did not lend Peter a million dollars; in fact, 
his father didn’t lend him a dime. I tell you this story 
because his journey in this high stakes world included 
winners and losers. Some people want to say he has been 
lucky. Some people only want to talk about the winners. 
Successful people are willing to concede, and in fact 
celebrate, the winners and the losers. Peter had some 
losers along the way. Because if it were not for the losers, 
there would be no learning and it is only through learning 
that true growth and advancement can be achieved.

The idea that leaders experience failure may sound 
counterintuitive or outright nonsense. If you choose to dig 
a little deeper, the learning can be quite profound. There is 
nothing like not even having a real job and taking a cash 
advance on your credit card to fund the purchase of your 
first rental property. That’s what Peter did. No doubt he 
had to take a deep breath and ask himself: do I really know 
what I am doing? But leaders need to take risks, calculated 
risks, and on the balance of risks taken, they need to be 
right more than they are wrong. Leaders rely on their gut 
instinct as much as hard data. In Peter’s life as a real estate 
investor, husband, entrepreneur, businessman, and biotech 
guru, risk is not the enemy. It is not being willing to try that 
is the enemy. “No guts, no glory” Peter always said. 

The greatest deterrent to people stepping up and taking a 
leadership role or a leadership position is the fear of failure. 
One thing that has always stood out for me is that most 
people cannot stand to fail. They are mortified, paralyzed, 
or simply neutralized into inaction by the thought.  It has 
always made me think about the types of people in the 
world and the composition of our society in general. Who 
are these few people who walk willingly into the fires of 
challenge and with the risk of failure - only to be reborn on 
the other side and continue the chase towards their ultimate 
goals? This is the stuff that leadership is made of and this is 
the stuff from which innovation is born. This is the stuff that 
progress and fruitful evolution relies on to exist. 

There is value in knowing your limitations and in assessing 
what can and cannot be done. Clint Eastwood warned us 
of this reality in the movie, Dirty Harry, when he said “a man 
has got to know his limitations”. The envelope of limitations 
needs to be respected but also pushed on occasion. There 
is definitely wisdom in knowing that limitations are fluid 
and that in order for you to grow, you almost always have 
to take risks (and, on occasion, suffer loss).

In the context of leadership, I often think about the nature 
of motivation. A true leader sees something that needs to 
get done and does it even though it is known that someone 
else will likely get credit for it – they are okay with this and 
they do it anyway. What motivates a leader and what is  
de-motivating to the others who struggle to step forward 
and offer to lead? Why do leaders do the things they do? 
What drives them?
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GLYN can be reached at
gjones@ehsp.ca

I have been writing about leadership in CSSE’s news 
magazine, Contact, for three years now. I suppose the 
reason I take the trouble to share my ideas about leadership 
is simply to remind all of us that failure is not our enemy. It 
is not the boogeyman or the spectre of failure that is good 
reason to delay your goals. Every single person I know 
who takes some risks feels energized and optimistic about 
their journey, regardless of where they are on the success 
spectrum. Knowing that failure is there and more than 
likely going to hit them at some point is no reason to sit 
idle. The foundation of any great successes is built upon 
the foundation of failure - this is something I wholeheartedly 
believe. For without enduring, trying, failing, rallying, and 
trying again, there can be no meaningful success.  

The idea that a “no guts, no glory” approach is what is 
needed is echoed in a speech given by U.S. President 
Theodore Roosevelt in Sorbonne, Paris, France on April 23, 
1910. Referred to as The Man in the Arena Speech, Roosevelt 
was rallying against cynics and critics who looked down at 
men who were trying to make the world a better place. In 
the context of leadership and the need for leaders to be 
willing to fail forward, I believe his words are relevant now 
more than ever:

“ It is not the critic who counts; not the man who 
points out how the strong man stumbles, or where 
the doer of deeds could have done them better. 
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in 
the arena, whose face is marred by dust, and 
sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, 
who comes short again and again, because there 
is no effort without error and shortcoming, ”
- Teddy Roosevelt, The Man in the Arena Speech, 1910

Every leader who wants to experience victory and success 
must accept that failure is a possibility. One of the single 
greatest attributes of all leaders is their ability to fail. For 
you to grow as a leader and ultimately succeed as a leader 
requires you to accept that failure is not only on option but 
it is a requirement on the road to success. On the road of 
leadership development expect a bumpy ride!

Glyn is CSSE’s Regional Vice-President of Alberta, Northwest 
Territories, and Nunavut.  He is partner at EHS Partnerships Ltd. 
in Calgary and is a consulting occupational health and safety 
professional with 30 years of experience.

mailto:gjones@ehsp.ca
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CSSE AWARDS
2017 OHSE Bursary Program

This is a reminder that the submission deadline for the 2017 OHSE Bursary Program is coming up soon.

The deadline for submissions is: December 31, 2017.

The program offers bursaries up to a maximum of $500 in support of students who have successfully 
registered in a one, two or three-year OHSE program (full-time or part-time) at the undergraduate level 
at an accredited university or college in Canada. As part of our ongoing objective to support people who 
have chosen to pursue a career in occupational health and safety, we are pleased to award this bursary.

CSSE initiated the bursary program with the following aims:

• To promote and further the education of Canadian college and university students attending 
programs in the field of occupational health and safety; 

•  To establish and encourage the highest standards among those preparing to enter the occupational 
health and safety profession; 

•  To provide an incentive for college and university students to commit themselves to their education 
as well as to their communities and families; and

•  To broaden the attraction of the occupational health and safety profession to a wide variety of 
students in various socio-economic circumstances.

For more details, including the application form, please visit www.csse.org. 

You may also contact Emily Rothwell directly at awards@csse.org.

http://www.csse.org/ohse_bursary_program?e=7369a912b96536ab156e3eedcd9e2ad0&utm_source=csse&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=studbursary2017&n=1
mailto:awards@csse.org
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Education Director Update

By: Robert R. Montgomery, CRSP, CHSC

“ I am honoured and humbled to represent you and am aware I have big shoes to fill (I’m only a size 8)! Following in the 
footsteps of Peter Sturm, Dylan Short and, most recently, Roberta Sheng-Taylor, it is a little daunting to say the least. You 
have been well served by these notable professionals who have overseen periods of great change. As I begin my term, I am 
aware that further change is needed. From my perspective, we are in a position that requires thoughtful reflection and 
meaningful action. That is my commitment to you, our members. 

Since 1974, our membership has grown because leaders paid attention to what OSH professionals and employers told them 
they needed, namely – specific OSH programming. As a direct result, we were “in front” of the current demand for OSH 
education and able to develop unique programming that allowed many to provide value to their clients or employers. Today, 
the educational landscape has changed dramatically. Many universities, colleges and trade schools have embraced the 
demand for OSH programming and offer degree, certificate and diploma opportunities in occupational health and safety 
with a notable few offering post-graduate degrees that specialize in OH&S.  In addition, business schools now offer courses 
in “ethics” and, recently, “soft skills” that include a focus on “effective communication’. As a result, OSH graduates are better 
prepared than ever to meet the expectations of their employers. A reminder that our vision is “to shape the safety profession 
in Canada by working collaboratively with its members and partners” and our mission is “to be the resource for professional 
development, knowledge and information exchange to our members, our profession and the Canadian public. ”

What does that mean for you – our members – and how best should we respond to your changing needs?   

I’ve always been amazed at the capacity of a team to do 
what’s needed and the corresponding commitment and 
effort extended to make it happen. That is where we find 
ourselves in 2017. I’ve admired the level of engagement by 
members who live and work in each part of this amazing 
country and as I focus on priorities for this year, I want to 
encourage you to consider how best to get involved with 
your local Chapter or serve on a National committee. Many 
of you have told me you were “hesitant to ask” and sat “on 
the sidelines” thinking someone else “more suited” would 
step up. That “someone” is you! Your Chapter needs your 
experience and commitment. I’ve asked a few of you to 
consider a role on the National Education Committee and 
so far, no one has turned me down. That tells me you care 
about CSSE continuing to provide relevant programming 
and you understand that timely change is required to meet 
the needs of OSH professionals to stay current and remain 
valuable to employers.  

Much smarter folks than me understood “change is 
constant” and we must adapt in order to remain relevant. I 
commit to leading our National Education Committee 
through this period of change and I’m counting on you to 
let me know I’m on the right track. If you like the direction 
we’re heading in, send me an email, and if you don’t 
approve, give me a call to discuss it in private. Only by 
dealing with issues “head on” will we move forward 
productively. I look forward to reporting on our progress in 
a new feature called Education Director Update in each 
issue of Contact magazine and to reporting at the PDC in 
Niagara next year.
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CSSE 
Responding With Value

By: Bob Montgomery, CRSP, CHSC

Are you surveyed out? I lost count of the number of 
surveys I’m asked to do each week but one thing seems 
evident: companies and organizations want to know what 
we think! The goal of education at CSSE is to ensure we 
continue to provide industry-specific instruction and 
relevant material you need to succeed. As the voice of the 
profession in Canada, our goal is to ensure we offer what 
you need, where you need it, and when you are able to 
access it. Big words? You bet! 

We received an overwhelming response to our two surveys 
and we got the message. You want us to expand educational 
courses, offer them more often and in more ways and work 
hard to not cancel courses. As we speak, we are working to 
enhance the 2018 course schedule with a launch of “distance 
learning opportunities for some courses”, coming very 
soon. In addition, we are revising our course model to 
reduce operating expenses and ensure more courses 
continue as planned.  Please be patient as we work through 
the changes as they won’t happen overnight. Be confident 
that you have been heard: we are changing and we think 
you’re going to like what’s on the horizon.        

For those of you who attended the Vancouver PDC, three 
keynote speakers spoke about the importance of developing 
“soft skills” to enhance the acceptance of an OSH agenda. 
Mike Mullane, Brian Kirkby and Don Gray were clear in their 
message. At the 2017 Professional Development Conference 
(PDC), we were given the same message by many of our 
workshop facilitators. In fact, a significant number of 
educational institutions are enhancing their curriculum to do 
exactly that. Some of you may be wondering why it has taken 
so long. Dr. John Kotter, a change management expert, 
prolific author, and Harvard professor, helps explain: “The 
dilemma for education is that what gets taught is what the 
faculty knows about”. He advises “the status quo takes a long 
time to develop and big change creates a disconnect, which 
can make change (itself) even more difficult to incorporate”.  
Kotter explains that “‘softer’ skills have traditionally been 
harder to research and as a result, there is less faculty 
expertise available”. He concludes “this underlines the 
importance for leaders and facilitators to embrace diversity 
in education and curriculum as it may lead to important 
innovation.” He asks, “What will a successful leader look like 
in ten years?” We would be wise to pay attention and prepare, 
starting now. 

Over the years, CSSE Education has focused on two 
important components: 

•  Provide course material to enhance the level of critical OSH 
consultant and employee knowledge.

• Provide programming to complement existing institutional 
curriculum offerings and avoid duplication.   

As the bar continues to be raised for the education of OSH 
practitioners and consultants, employers are counting on 
the advice they receive to be relevant, accurate and valuable. 
The pressure for OSH personnel to contribute to a corporate 
or organizational plan in a tangible manner has never been 
greater and the stakes never higher. 

Is this cause for concern? Relax. It’s not as tough as you might 
think. We know organizations are most effective when they 
work together and when individuals set aside their own 
agendas to communicate intentionally and transparently. If 
your organization is not there yet, don’t worry; I haven’t seen 
a perfect informational bundle or a perfect system to deliver 
it, but there are a few things I want to offer as foundational to 
the process:

•  Subscribe to and use the CSSE Code of Conduct, regardless 
of circumstance or expediency. 

•  (those seeking to complete the CHSC must agree to abide 
by a Professional Code of Conduct) 

•  Become an intentional listener (at the expense of being an 
unintentional talker).

•  Develop great work-based relationships.



Tim Ebbinghaus • Ontario Mine Rescue

Doreen von Gradulewski • DAVG Consulting Inc.

Allan Head • Safety Ahead Ltd.

Ted Luyckx • Half Moon Safety

Nicholas Mulcahy • Gerdau

Blair Neal

Cheryl Reimer • WCB of Manitoba

NEW CHSCs

WELCOME NEW CHSCs
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CSSE 2018  
Professional Development Opportunities 

Sign Up Now!

A new year is approaching and CSSE is here to help you reach your professional goals. 

Sharpen your skills and add to your knowledge base while working on your CHSC or 

earning maintenance points. Courses open to CSSE members and non-members. Get 

the jump on 2018 and Register Now!

Applied Risk Communications 

Calgary — February 3 & 4 

Saskatoon — May 5 & 6 

Toronto — June 2 & 3 

Vancouver — June 16 & 17 

Assessing OHSE Training  
Needs & Options 

Saskatoon — April 21 & 22 

Halifax — June 9 & 10 

Consulting Skills for the  
OH&S Professional 

Saskatoon — February 10 & 11 

Calgary — March 17 & 18 

Vancouver — April 11 & 12 

Toronto — April 29 & 30 

Regina — June 9 & 10 

Edmonton — June 16 & 17 

Developing Effective  
OHSE Training Courses 

Toronto — February 3 & 4 

Halifax — February 24 & 25 

Edmonton — March 3 & 4 

Essential Value of OHS  
Management Systems 

St. John's — January 23 & 24 

Toronto — April 29 & 30 

Vancouver — May 5 & 6 

Essentials of Risk Management 

Toronto — March 24 & 25 

Regina — May 26 & 27 

Legal Obligations & Liabilities 

Regina — March 10 & 11 

Edmonton — April 28 & 29 

Measurement & Evaluation  
in OHS Managed Systems 

Vancouver — February 3 & 4 

Toronto — April 29 & 30 

Calgary — May 26 & 27 

Project Management for the  
Health & Safety Professional 

Vancouver — March 10 & 11 

Halifax — May 26 & 27

http://www.csse.org/earn_chsc_designation
http://www.csse.org/chscs_in_good_standing
http://www.csse.org/course_registration
http://www.csse.org/course_registration
http://www.csse.org/course_registration
http://www.csse.org/course_registration
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2048&&&http://www.csse.org/applied_risk_communication
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2049&&&http://www.csse.org/assessing_training_needs
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2049&&&http://www.csse.org/assessing_training_needs
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2050&&&http://www.csse.org/consulting_skills
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2050&&&http://www.csse.org/consulting_skills
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2051&&&http://www.csse.org/effective_training_courses
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2051&&&http://www.csse.org/effective_training_courses
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2052&&&http://www.csse.org/essential_value_of_ohs_management_systems_guide
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2052&&&http://www.csse.org/essential_value_of_ohs_management_systems_guide
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2053&&&http://www.csse.org/essentials_of_risk_management
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2054&&&http://www.csse.org/obligations_liabilities
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2055&&&http://www.csse.org/measurement_and_evaluation
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2055&&&http://www.csse.org/measurement_and_evaluation
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2056&&&http://www.csse.org/project_management
http://strongmail1.multiview.com/track?type=click&eas=1&mailingid=2219766&messageid=2219766&databaseid=Mailing.DS219766.2219766.202622&serial=17798691&emailid=ecrisfield@csse.org&userid=117564741&targetid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2056&&&http://www.csse.org/project_management
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